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Boinks Marble fidget
The quiet fidget. Keep fingers
busy by sliding the marble
back & forth in this tight tube
of plastic woven mesh. Great
for classroom, church, or
anywhere with a wait. Available
with or without clip to attach to
a belt loop or back pack. Each
sold separately. Colors vary.
T9716 with Clip $2.95
T9718 with Clip $1.95

Ozobot
Amazing mini robot that
follows what you draw. Any
paper, any marker! Progress to simple programing
by drawing colored lines.
Incredibly motivating for
pencil control & attention to
detail. Simple way to go hi
tec! R1400 $49.95

ultimate magnetic board
These are amazing! Write on the
8x7” surface with the magnet
pen, then erase your creations
by simply wiping with fingers.
All marks disappear, with no
mess! Write, then erase letters
using the same motor pattern!
Sneaky! For motivating fun, try
using the pen under the board.
W9727 single $7.95
W9729 set of 3 $19.95

Woodland Creatures
Set of 20 colorful plastic
forest creatures from 1-2
inches in size. Perfect for use
as counters, manipulatiive
as the small items picked up
and deposited by a variety
of hand tools, i.e., tongs,
tweezers, grabbers.
P3977 $2.95
wearable Chewy’s

Mega stretch frog
Brightly colored frog with
long, lanky legs that can
be stretched out to 5 feet in
length. Slightly sticky, very
stretchy. These frogs are a
tactile and hand workout and
full of fun!
T1173 $3..50

Multi Matrix Game
Enhance cognitive, sensory & motor integration
with these 25 colored
patterned dice & 25 white
number dice.
X9854 $49.95

Zenergy Ball Chair
Runtz chair big sister
@23” seat height; Both
come deflated with a
pump. Fabric colors: Rasberry, Black, Crimson,
Grass, Gray. Vinyl on
request.
Q6157 $$169.95
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Memory mix-up
Load the shaker with picture tokens. Flip it, Shake
it, Flip back- Can you spot
what’s missing?
V5628 $19.95

Orbo
Use planning & strength
to push each colored ball
into its matching hole with
a “snap”.
B3312 $9.95

Runtz Ball Chair
Encourages active seating; anti-burst ball covered in comfortable mesh
fabric; 17” seat height, 4
stable legs. Mesh fabric:
Sour apple, Bubble gum,
licorice. Black Vinyl
Q6155 $165.95

Dr Euerka
Without touching, transfer colored balls between
test tubes until matching
the challenge cards!
U5620 $12.95

trace the 8’s
trace along the lines of the
figure 8’s on the 10 laminated boards for improved
midline crossing, laterality
& eye-hand coordination.
X5002 $45.95

Kore Wobble Chair
Gently rounded bottom of
this chair alternative, encourages movement while
improving tone, posture &
position in space awareness. Variety of sizes &
colors.
PreK-Adult $59-185.99
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Attractive, highly textured
oral motor fidgets on a
breakaway cord. Colors
Vary. Extra cords available.
$12.95 each
Styles: Frog Turtle Robot
Square See colors online

Senseez
Vibrating Cushion
Simply squeeze or sit on
to activate those “good
vibrations”! Vinyl shape
or fuzzy, furry, plushy, or
bumpy materials all with
tails.
$44.95 each
Turtle Dino Cow Jellyfish

ChopStick Cuties
Adorable addition to our line
of hand tools. These long
legged friends are perfect for
picking up all sorts of items and
working the small muscles of
the hand. T Rex and Toucan
have mouths that open and
close automatically as tool is
being used and the Chimp
Sticks have wide hands for
getting a firmer grip on things.
All come with a set of grippy
“leg warmers” which really
help keep fingers from slipping.
Made of food grade ABS, 7 ½
- 8 ½” long. These Chopstick
Cuties are also a fun way for
kids to eat their veggies or
popcorn!
TRex Chopstick $6.00
Toucan Bird Stick $6.00
ChimpStick $8.00

Swings
& Stand
Metal stand
holds 285lbs;
2 types of
swings
available.
Different
swing colors available
QSTAND $279.95
Q9872 Universal Fixing/
Height adjuster $24.95
Q9871Crows Nest $127.95
Q9877 Hammock $79.95

AlertSeat
2017 New Products
Improve concentration &
• All Products Online to
ability to retain informa- Save you Money & Conserve
tion using this covered,
Natural Resources
latex-free ball attached
• SAVE $10 - Online Coupon
to steel frame with 6 rubAOTA100
ber feet. Variety of sizes
• (valid 4/5/17- 6/5/17)
& colors.
($40 min purchase)
PreK-Adult $105- 149.95
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animal pyramid
It takes steady hands, focus,
concentration and patience to get all
of the blue beads to roll into all the
recessed spots in this fully contained
game board. 6, 1/2 inch square wooden
play board fits easily into therapy bags.
It has large handles for easy grasping
and greater control. Also facilitates
visual tracking and mid range control.
U9711 $14.95

Junior Geo - Stix
Improve fine motor and design copy skills
with this set of colorful, flexible strips of
plastic that all snap together at different
points. Set includes 200 highly durable
stixs in 10 lengths, ¼ and ½ circle
pieces, and 30 beautifully illustrated
double-sided activity cards, (includes
cards for all upper case letters). Very
successful as freeplay, creative thinking
materials for small groups.
B2107 $36.95

Magic Painting
The magic waterbrush to paint the
colorful picture, revealing a full scene
and 10 hidden things for you to find.
Comes with 4 7x7 inch framed pictures
giving the painter lots of area to cover.
Watch the scene disappear as it dries,
ready to be painted again and again.
E8944 $7.95
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Beat the Bell – Speed Cups
Fast paced game where each player races
to arrange their stack of five colored cups
to match the picture card. Get it right, ring
the bell and win the card. Player with the
most cards wins the game. Comes with 4
sets of 5 cups, 24 picture cards and a bell.
Cups are stacked vertically or placed
horizontally depending on pattern card.
M3976 $19.95

Rainbow Pebbles
Unique construction set and early learning
manipulative encourages arm, hand
and manipulative skills as players stack,
sort, count and arrange these smooth
but rubbery pebble shaped pieces. Set
comes with 36 pebbles in 6 sizes and 6
colors, 20 double sided, full-color design
copy of cards, all packaged in a sturdy
plastic storage container.
V2103 $35.95

Moving sand
This fun, flowing sand has a moving,
kinetic nature making it unique, addictive
and difficult to put down. But thanks to
the easy open, take along tub size, it is
now easy and quick to clean up and put
away. Tub lid comes with animal mold
for making impressions or just have
fun squeezing, shaping, cutting and
playing.
T1166 $3.95
T1163 3 tubs $10.00

Spot the difference:
jungle mumble
Each of the 18 pages in this booklet
contains two line drawings that seem
to be identical but in fact, contain
between 8- 12 differences. Exact
number of differences is noted at the
top of each page and answers can be
found at back of book. Fun and quick
exercise for increasing attention to
detail, visual scanning, perseverance
and organization. Pictures are suitable
for coloring.
V5003 $1.95

White Pegboard and Pegs
Classic indispensable tool, a must for
every therapy bag, classroom, clinic and
home program. Small white 100 hole
6x6 inch pegboard and the 200 multi
colored pegs that come with it are perfect
for improving, manipulative hand skills,
i.e. translation, shift, and working on;
sequencing, patterning, counting, visual
perception and cognitive skills.
P2105 1 Board -200 pegs $7.95
P2106 5 Board-1000 peg $34.95

Dr. Microbe
Using logic, the “rules of science” and a
pair of tweezers players must process
the info on the challenge card and
place the correct microbe into the petri
dish. Fastest scientist wins. For 2-4
players. Comes with 5 challenge cards,
49 colorful multi-shaped microbes, 4
tweezers and 5 petri dishes. Fun way
to improve visual processing, problem
solving, attending and hand skills.
R5633 $19.95

Have-A-Ball
Super lightweight ball with a brightly
colored, highly textured woven fabric
outer cover. At 22 inches its size
facilitates bilateral hand/arm use for
catching. Great for bouncing off the
floor or the wall. Requires needle pump
to inflate which is provided.
B3975 $19.95
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Color by number mosaics
This useful and little booklet contains 18
pages of pictures made of small shapes
each labeled with numbers 0–11. Each
number represents a specific color
as outlined on the back of the book.
Encourages user to work carefully and
neatly to reveal the hidden picture
W5004 $3.95
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Massager fidget pen
Standard pen but with a unique roller,
massager, fidget top. Two bumpy
wheels roll together to provide tactile
input to arms, legs and fingers. Roll
along table top for some bumpy,
vibratory feedback through hand &
arm. Roll along clay, putty or sand for
a bumpy, pebbled imprint.
T1171 $1.00
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Handwriting Hero’s Writing
Program
After years in the making, Handwriting
Heroes is at long last here! This fun
and highly effective program is easy to
implement and designed to accelerate
learning to write lower case letters
accurately and fluently.
The Program is meant to be
downloaded and re-produced by the
user to save cost and to be used by
one or several students. Pages maybe
photocopied, re-printed, laminated or
placed in a dry-erase pocket protector.
Several user friendly varieties
available.

Funny faces rubbing plates
Combine these mix and match rubbing
plates to make hilarious character faces!
The 18 large rubbing plates are easy to
combine (6 hair, 6 eyes, 6 mouth). Simply
pick one of the hair, eyes and mouth plates
and place onto the individual included
face mat to prevent them from sliding.
Cover all with a sheet of paper and rub
with the side of a crayon to reveal the
wacky character you made. Comes with
two face mats and an instruction guide.
Builds hand skills and creativity.
W4137 $11.95

Greta’s garden threading
Beautifully crafted in wood, Greta’s cozy
house and garden is the perfect place
to practice threading. Add leaves to the
trees and bushes, birds to the roof and
flowers and dog to the yard by simply
threading them into place. Builds hand
skills, bilateral coordination, perception,
creativity & language/storytelling ability.
Comes with an 11 X 10 inch baseboard,
26 threading pieces, two threads and
two double sided templates to follow for
a more structured design copy work out.
B9170 $19.95

Bouncy bands
Simple but innovative technology helps students and adults alike get more work
done, focus longer and stay calm and in control. Durable bouncy bands attached to
desk or chairs in seconds giving the user a way to move, expend excess energy and
reduce boredom all while staying seated., and without disturbing others!  Great for
children with SPD, autism, ADD, ADHD, LD. Latex free.
T9722 B-bands for Desks 22-28” wide $14.95
T9721 B-bands for Chairs 13-18” between legs $13.95
(Have a different type or size desk or chair? Call for info)

Classroom Clips
Highly versatile set of brightly colored
clips. 30 large clips facilitate an open
web space and 2 or 3 point grasp
when squeezing open. Moderately
resistive, they are great for attaching
to each other, the edge of shoeboxes
and clothing. But best yet, the eyelet
opening at the center and the holes
in handles provide 2 ways to string
the clips themselves, making a fast
and easy clothesline activity or keep
them permanently strung providing an
immediately no fuss line for attaching
cards, letters, pictures, etc. Enough
clips to share; make 2 clotheslines or
have 2 children working.
S2102 $23.95
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Yoga spinner game
Yoga is now a group game designed
around fun, flexibility and balance. Players
give the spinner a whirl. If they can hold
the corresponding pose for 10 sec, they
keep the card. First player to collect a card
in each of the 4 colors, wins. Landing on
some of the spots on the spinner allow for
a bit of strategic game play as cards are
taken, traded or lost. Some poses even
require players to work together requiring
teamwork and social interaction. The 54
yoga pose cards store neatly inside the
spinner making it a very compact and
perfect for travel and therapy bags.
M8515 $14.95
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Pix- it starter kit
This kit is filled with materials that
beckon to players but visually and
tactially. If you see it, you have to touch
it! Kit consists of a large transparent
reverse pegboard and 180, ½” square
pieces, in six colors, which fit onto the
projections that fill the board. Board and
pieces are made from flexible silicone.
Also includes 18 full size, colorful task
cards for copying, which can be placed
under the board so that the pattern is
still visible to build directly on top. For a
greater perceptual challenge, task cards
can be placed to the side, demanding
greater focus, organization and ocular
skills. Great fun when creating original
pictures or designs. This wonderful
work out for the hands, eyes and brain,
all comes neatly packaged in a space
saving tube for easy transport..
V5002 $37.95

Stacking stemware
how do you stack up when it comes
to stacking stemware? you get 36, 2
inch plastic goblets in four colors and a
standard die. Players take turns stacking
glasses by color according to the roll of
the die. (ie #I equals red, chart provided
on box). Player to place the last glass
before the tower falls is the winner. also
try placing glasses using a tong, as
receptacles for small items placed with
tweezers, race to stack 10 high, free play
stacking-building. Don’t lose your nerve
as you work to improve upper extremity
mid range control and shoulder stability.
U1137 $4.95

Barnyard Buddies
Players will need to use deductive
reasoning, visual and memory skills to
help the farmer find all his animals. 25
animal cards showing one of 5 different
kinds of animals in 5 different colors
are scattered around the pay area. A
Herd card is then turned over showing
4 different animals in 4 different colors.
All players scan the scattered cards to
find the missing 5th animal in the 5th
color. First person to do so correctly,
gets the card. Collect the most cards
and you win. A more challenging variant
reverses the game so that players are
now looking for the single animal that is
missing from the turned over Herd car.
Can also use cards to work on sorting,
counting and color recognition.
R2379 $9.95
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Jumbo Tongs
Colorful plastic 4 inch tongs fit
comfortably into little hands. Great for
counting and sorting, crossing midline
and range of motion activities. Ridges
in tong tips make gripping of items
more successful.
S2104 1 for $1.50
S2108 3 for $3.95

How to Draw Fantasy
Complete kit comes with all you need
to learn how to draw many things from
the world of fantasy, including dragons
and castles, witches and flying aliens in
their saucer. Comes with a step-by-step
drawing booklet, sketch pad and set of
colored pencils and a sharpener. Comes
packaged all contained in a take along
book-like kit.
W8941 $12.95

Shark grabber
You control the giant mechanical shark
as he opens his jaws wide to grab or
pick up items as large as a tennis ball.
Very fun, motivating way to work on
hand strengthening, crossing midline,
and range of motion. Use the shark as
part of an obstacle course challenge
and see who is the fastest at picking up
10 beanbags and dropping them in a
bucket across the room. 12” long.
S1169 $4.95

Tricky Trunks
Using the unique elephant shaped tools,
players must work quickly and carefully
to pick up the correct balls a shown
on the challenge card. Comes with 4
elephant tools, 48 colored marbles and
48 challenge cards. Helps build hand
skills and strength, upper extremity and
shoulder stability, speed of response
and visual scanning and tracking skills.
U5632 $24.95

Ouch - The acupuncture Game
Ouch!, is a unique game consisting of
1 die, 40 pin pegs in 2 colors and a 4”
long, body shaped piece of perforated
silicone. This 1 or 2 person game can
be played in a number of ways, but all
require fine grasp to place the small
pin-pegs into the tiny holes. Game
ideas include: roll the die and put that
many pin-pegs into holes. First to place
all their pegs wins; Time It- Fastest
player to fill 10, 20 or all the holes is the
winner in this timed competition. Or buy
an extra Ouch body for head to head
competition. Caution: Small, functional
sharp pegs included. Not for children
under 5 years.
X4769 Ouch Game $11.95
X4763 Extra Pin-Pegs $1.00

Rubbing plates:
teach me shapes
Versatile collection of 16 rubbing plates
each highlighting a different shape and
pattern. Uniquely, the tactile tracing
paths around each perimeter allow
visually impaired students to feel the
shapes. To use: simply lay a sheet of
paper over the 4 x 5” plate and rub over
the top with crayon, pencil or marker to
reveal the shape and interior pattern.
For more advanced artists, the interior
patterns can be used to fill in coloring
book pages or pictures of their own
creation. The act of rubbing creates a
vibratory effect through the hand and
arm that many people find enjoyable and
can be alerting.
W4133 $13.95

The Mazins
Terrific tool for working on visual
tracking skills as players visually follow
paths around town to end at different
attractions. A roll of the die tells you
at which family member you start and
your eyes do the work of tracking
along that path, through the winding
city streets, to see where they end
up. First to find the correct attraction
gets one point, 5 points wins the game.
Comes with 7 interchangeable game
boards allowing easy adjustment of
difficulty by using anywhere from 3 to
all 7 boards. After each turn one of the
boards is switched or moved so paths
lead to new directions.
V3973 $19.95

Dinner Winner Plates
Dinner Winner Plates make mealtime
fun! Even the fussiest eaters will
make it through their “3 square
meals a day” using these 8.5” x
8.5”, dishwasher safe, melamine
plates. Covered in bright, kid-friendly
graphics and divided into 9 separate
sections, small amounts of food are
placed in each section. Children are
encouraged to eat their way along the
path, discovering each encouraging
word printed there and leading them
to the hidden surprise treat in the
last covered section. Also solves the
dreaded “food touching” problem!
X4756 Super Heros blue-Red
X4755 Original orange-green
		
$19.95

Thumbs Up
Race to stack colored rings on
your thumb in the correct order!
Use only 1 hand for a real intrinsic workout!
P4225 $14.95
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Red
Mitten Tongs
The cute as can be
red silicone mittens on
the ends of this tong
make it easy to pick
up larger & slippery items like blocks,
marbles or ping pong balls! Wide span
of the sturdy metal legs makes it a
more resistive tool & great for building
hand-finger strength. Parents might
want a pair of their own for in the ice
bucket.
X4760 $9.95
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Silie Ducks, Fish & Rounds - Oh My!
OMG, you have to feel these! Made of pure silicone and
completely covered with row after row of flexible spikes,
Silies are a wonderful touch sensation for the hands and a
delight to the eyes. Soft and bendable, fingers just dance
over the “crew cut” like surface. Comes in a variety of fun
shapes and bright colors… all latex free. Perfect as a
fidget, in sensory boxes or in the tub. Must be experienced,
looking is not enough! Variety of shapes and
colors available. Get 1 for yourself too! .
Silie Duck Sensory Scrub $5.95
Silie Fish Sensory Scrub $5.95
Sili Round Sensory Scrub$5.95
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